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Round two in court for West Auckland group battling to save native bush 
 

The Titirangi Protection Group (TPG), a West Auckland community group, are up against 

Watercare and Auckland Council for another round in court this week. This time they’re 

taking their fight to stop the destruction of a protected area of bush in the Waitakere 

Ranges to the High Court. The High Court action appeals an earlier Environment Court 

decision on the designation of 57 hectares of land in the Waima/ Woodlands Park area for 

water supply purposes.  

 

The TPG feel very strongly that Titirangi is the wrong place to be building an industrial plant. 

Auckland Council would be setting up a dangerous double standard if they were to allow a 

Council Controlled Organisation to come in and level over four hectares of protected bush 

when they have just closed the Waitakere Ranges Regional Park to save the forest from the 

threat of kauri dieback. An ecological survey recently commissioned by Watercare confirms 

that over 70% of the proposed water treatment site is covered by endangered and critically 

threatened forest ecosystem types.  

 

According to TPG spokesperson, Gina Mitchell, “Watercare need to use more imaginative 

thinking to come up with solutions that enhance and protect the environment as they plan 

for the new plant to supply water to Auckland for the next 100 years.” 

“Of course water supply needs to be secured for Auckland, but this shouldn’t be at the 

expense of the environment”, she adds. “All homeowners in the area are bound by 

provisions in the Waitakere Ranges Heritage Area Act which were put in place to promote 

the protection and enhancement of its heritage features for present and future generations. 

It makes no sense that Watercare is able to completely disregard the intentions of this 

legislation because of an old and very questionable designation.”  

 

Watercare originally tried to place the WTP in Oratia but the proposal was overcome by 

strong community protest. This meant they were forced to shift focus to their second-choice 

location in Titirangi. It’s clear that their back-up plan was not well thought out either: the 

Woodlands Park Road site has significant drawbacks in terms of topography and size so site 

principles had to be relaxed to even include it in the long list. The costs quoted for the 

project have already ballooned from $396 million in May last year to a recently reported 

estimate of $605 million. 

 

Upgrading infrastructure does not need to come at the cost of a protected significant 

ecological area. The TPG call on Watercare to go back to the drawing board and become 

part of the solution to protect the Waitakere Ranges. 

 

The appeal hearing is scheduled for Tuesday 8th May in the Auckland High Court. TPG are 

asking supporters to join them outside the court from 9:30 to show their backing for this 

important cause. 

END 
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Clark Bush Track runs directly behind the proposed water treatment plant site and is home 

to Clarks and Bishops kauri, two of the oldest and largest kauri in Auckland. The track has 

now been closed along with the vast majority of the Waitakere Ranges Regional Park track 

network. 
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TPG public protest outside the proposed site, June 5, 2017 

 

 
 
Map showing the 57 hectares in Titirangi with the disputed designation. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
 

• The proposed WTP and reservoirs would be located 2km west of Titirangi Village in Titirangi, 

West Auckland.  

• The area is the gateway to the historic and protected Waitakere Ranges. 

• The land has an SEA overlay that is one of only 20 of the 3226 SEA sites listed in the AUP to 

meet all 5 criteria. The building of an industrial plant on this land would set a precedent for 

development on protected land for the whole country. 

• The proposed water treatment plant and reservoirs would require the clearance and levelling of 

4 hectares of land – a total area that is larger than the size of LynnMall. The large scale of 

works involved would severely impact the natural landscape. 

• The area is well known for its rich biodiversity in flora and fauna, including rare species of 

ferns, epiphytes, butterflies, and snails; forest tree giants including the iconic kauri, rimu, totara 

and tawa. It is also home to a range of native invertebrates that help keep nutrients cycling and 

are our key pollinators.  

• This project puts healthy kauri forest at risk, where it has already been detrimentally impacted 

by kauri dieback disease, especially in the Waitakere Ranges. The Waitakere Ranges are now 

closed to save kauri. 

• There are already two water treatment plants on Woodlands Park Road where Watercare plan 

to build the new treatment plant; the operational Huia Filter Station (that will largely be 

decommissioned under the new proposal), and the Nihotupu Filter Station (which has been 

decommissioned but still has a functioning reservoir). 

• The area contains significant areas of kahikatea wetlands, of which only 2% remain. 

• The proposed site includes the top section of the Clark Bush track; this track is over land 

owned by Watercare.  The Clark Bush track is closed by Auckland Council to protect kauri. 

• The ecological value of the Waitakere Ranges is protected under the Waitakere Ranges 

Heritage Area Act 2008. 

• The environment and community would be significantly impacted by clearing of bush and re-

contouring of land for construction and the subsequent operation of a new WTP. 

• The footprint of the planned plant would be twice the size of the existing facility yet only 

increase water output by approximately 11%.  

• The new WTP is over twice the size of the existing plant, on a geologically unstable and steep 

site. The two reservoirs would be approximately 60m in diameter and 9-10m high and located 

in sensitive kahikatea wetland area. 
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Keep up to date with TPG actions on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/TitirangiPG/ 
 
Donate to the TPG legal fund: https://givealittle.co.nz/cause/protecttitirangi 
 
Visit the TPG website: https://protecttitirangi.org/ 
 
Sign the TPG petition: https://www.toko.org.nz/petitions/stop-watercare-say-no-to-destruction-of-
native-bush-in-titirangi-for-a-water-treatment-plant 
 
View the TPG Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/titirangi_protection_group/ 
 
Watch the TPG YouTube video: https://youtu.be/wjX954J1zjI 
 
For more information, contact: 
Belynda Groot  
021 0235 1166 
protecttitirangi@gmail.com 


